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Above: Tim Leisey and Doug Kochel
show off an impressive service truck.
Below: Doug Kochel’s showroom
sports unusual decor.

by Bruce Burton

T

he large collection of wild animal heads
mounted on the walls of the Kochel Equipment
showroom in Elverson, PA provides a striking
metaphor for Doug Kochel’s family-owned,
full-service pressure washer business. For
over a decade, Kochel, an avid hunter and one of North
America’s largest Kärcher dealers, has also been the
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hunted. Big box stores and catalogues have captured a large
slice of the market and depressed margins.
Kochel’s core territory in southeastern Pennsylvania has
lost industries like Bethlehem Steel, Firestone, Dana Corp,
and Dohler-Jarvis that were big pressure washer users, a
loss partly offset by expanding service industries, equipment rental businesses, factory food processing, and vehicle
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Tim Leisey (right) talks with a
mechanic in the Kochel shop.

cleaning and detailing. Across North America, this turnover is driving some
full-service dealers to close showrooms and service departments to focus
on online sales. Others have left the business entirely.
Is the full-service dealer going the way of the full-service gas station?
Kochel says he expects not, but concedes that survival requires perseverance,
continuity, and some unorthodox tactics.
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His territory makes an excellent
case study. It’s one of the more competitive areas for pressure washer
sales, with local dealer representation
for most major manufacturers. Big
box stores dominate the residential
and low-end commercial markets.
Catalogues are a threat at the higher
end. “Everywhere you go, people
have a catalogue,” says Kochel.
“Buyers will even spec their purchase orders out of catalogues and
then bid a specific model.”
That can mean going to great
lengths to acquire a brand he doesn’t
normally sell and on which he won’t
make much money, “but now I have
them as a customer, so down the road
they will buy their hoses and get their
service from me. Fortunately, we have
a good service business. We don’t
discount parts, we don’t discount
labor, and you can’t get parts and
labor from the big box store so we
pick up some of that business.”
Kochel Equipment also custombuilds washers for special situations
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ALCOA supervisor James Sides
at the stationary natural gas washer.

A common application—
forklift cleaning in a wash bay.

and buys refurbished units to resell to price-sensitive customers. It has
carved out a profitable sideline selling waste-oil heaters. Doug Kochel’s hope
is some consumers and corporations will get tired of flimsy, under-powered
or non-supported pressure washers “and then we can get them into a better
one.” That’s been happening a bit more lately.
Longevity Over Price
Some purchasing managers resort to buying cheap pressure washers
knowing that when the units fail, they can be thrown out and replaced. But
that can be a false economy, sacrificing the superior productivity of a higher
performance unit, argues Tim Leisey, Kochel’s long-time area sales manager.
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A commercial pressure washer purchase should be approached like other
large capital expenditures. High performance washers don’t become obsolete and can age gracefully when
properly maintained.
Leisey cites many high-performance
cold/hot water units he’s sold to
clean forklifts, baseball stadiums, fuel
tankers, malls, and poultry processing plants that are working fine after
10, 15, even 20 years without a major
failure. Preventive maintenance will
keep a pump or heating coil from
failing. Regular tune-ups will catch
wear and tear issues, like a leaking
pump seal, that degrade a washer’s
pressure-making or throughput capacity without the operator being aware
of reduced performance.
The mobile equipment departments of heavy industries like the
Alcoa Products Mill in Lancaster or the
Carpenter Technologies complex in
Reading wouldn’t buy a pressure
washer without full service support.
Alcoa’s stationary natural gas washer is used day and night to clean the
mill’s giant rollers, weighing up to 37
tons, as well as all manner of loadmoving devices. “I don’t think there
is a day in the year that this pressure washer isn’t used at least four or
five times,” says supervisor James
Sides. Maintenance records show the
17-year-old washer has never had a
serious failure and Kochel technicians have tended to fix any lesser
problems the day they were reported.
One workaround for the price fixation of purchasing managers is to
cultivate the people on the shop floor
who aren’t enamored of the equipment bought for them. When a former
Kochel customer, a soft drink bottling
plant in Reading, was replacing
washing equipment again last year,
Leisey, with the help of managers in
the operation, was able to circumvent
the usual channels and successfully
pitch senior management on going
for high performance equipment.
Leveraging Local Knowledge
The affable Leisey can add value for
a customer in ways that other sales
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channels can’t. He helps the customer avoid the biggest mistake
(most often committed by purchasing
managers) of acquiring too much
machine or too little. He knows which
towns have hard water that can
degrade a washer ’s performance
and suggests various water softening options. He recommends that
buyers of electric-powered units buy
a 220-V or 440-V machine because
when electricity demand peaks, the
local grid tends to deliver a slightly
weaker supply at which point a

110-V machine will draw more amperage, causing blown circuits.
Kochel Equipment tests every new
unit prior to delivery; 15–20 percent will
need at least a minor adjustment.
“With a hot water machine, we set
the fuel pressure and check the amp
draw,” says Leisey. “Sometimes we
find a motor drawing a little too much
and it could possibly be a problem if
an undersized nozzle is used. On gasoline engines, we set the rpms on the
motor.” He doesn’t deliver a machine
without giving some hands-on training.

®

Century High Pressure
Washer Motors
A.O. Smith High Pressure Washer motors are available in 1.5 HP through 6 HP
standard construction or C-Face. Designs include 56 or 145T Frame, two pole
or four pole, open dripproof or totally-enclosed fan-cooled construction.
Protective Features:
•

Dripproof construction for clean, ventilated areas

•

Totally-Enclosed construction for dirty or corrosive environments

•

Protective coatings both for external and internal motor components

•

Double-Sealed anti-friction ball bearings for longer life

•

Heavy-Duty varnish and motor insulation systems

ONE SOURCE…
MANY POWERFUL SOLUTIONS.

531 North Fourth Street • Tipp City, OH 45371 • www.aosmithmotors.com
(937) 667-2431 • Fax (937) 667-5030
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“If you don’t, you can almost count on
getting a call in a week about something they can’t figure out.”
Beats Low-Cost Competitors
Buying more capability can help
insulate a contractor against lower
cost competition. Industrial Grounds
Maintenance of Reading has exterior
sweeping and sidewalk cleaning contracts at over 270 malls and box stores.
While IGM can be underbid, it can’t
be outperformed by a contractor with
a cheap cold water washer, says
President Scott Seher. Operators of
upscale malls put a premium on curb
appeal. IGM’s mainstay washers are
a pair of gasoline-powered cold/hot
units, each with a 20 hp engine and 5.5
gpm throughput and 3500 max psi.
A rotary hard surface cleaning
attachment is used for speed and uniform cleanliness and a turbo nozzle for
blasting off chewing gum. Hot water
under pressure is much more effective
than cold water at removing it. IGM’s
washers are truck-mounted with their
own 200-gal. water tanks. For large
jobs, a second truck, with a 450-gal.
tank and transfer pump, ferries water
so the crew doesn’t have to roll out
and roll up hundreds of feet of hose.
Jobs that would take most competitors two nights can be done in
one by an IGM crew and done better,
says Seher. Despite their $8500 list
price, each washer paid for itself in its
first season. The older of the two has
been in service for nine years. Every
winter, both get a thorough tune-up
by a Kochel technician. The dealer
also supplies consumables and accessories like replacement nozzles on a
just-in-time basis, often delivered
personally by Leisey, cementing the
kind of bedrock relationships fullservice dealers need to construct with
a new generation of customers in a
rapidly changing economy.
Bruce Burton, is a Product Manager
for Kärcher Commercial (www.karcherusa.com), a manufacturer of pressure
washers and other cleaning equipment.
The dealer’s website is at www.kochel
equipment.com. Photos courtesy of
Kärcher Commercial. CT

